Towards physiological complexity with \textit{in vitro} single-molecule biophysics
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Single-molecule biology has matured in recent years, driven to greater sophistication by the development of increasingly advanced experimental techniques. A progressive appreciation for its unique strengths is attracting research that spans an exceptionally broad swath of physiological phenomena—from the function of nucleosomes to protein diffusion in the cell membrane. Newfound enthusiasm notwithstanding, the single-molecule approach is limited to an intrinsically defined set of biological questions; such limitation applies to all experimental approaches, and an explicit statement of the boundaries delineating each set offers a guide to most fruitfully orienting \textit{in vitro} single-molecule research in the future. Here, we briefly describe a simple conceptual framework to categorize how submolecular, molecular and intracellular processes are studied. We highlight the domain of single-molecule biology in this scheme, with an emphasis on its ability to probe various forms of heterogeneity inherent to populations of discrete biological macromolecules. We then give a general overview of our high-throughput DNA curtain methodology for studying protein–nucleic acid interactions, and by contextualizing it within this framework, we explore what might be the most enticing avenues of future research. We anticipate that a focus on single-molecule biology’s unique strengths will suggest a new generation of experiments with greater complexity and more immediately translatable physiological relevance.

1. Introduction

The annals of molecular biology are written largely in the language of biochemistry and molecular genetics, with significant contributions from crystallography [1,2]. That these approaches finally grounded the gene as a physical entity and elucidated its fundamental function in the cell attests to their power in examining biological phenomena. The second half of the previous century saw cellular biology and classical genetics embrace the new understanding, such that our current conception of the cell—even in the context of whole organisms—can now be stated in molecular terms [3]. The advent of single-molecule biology has enabled research that delves still deeper into the molecular realm, engendering new conceptions of biology’s elemental components.

Rotman [4] inferred the catalytic activity of individual molecules of β-D-galactosidase by measuring the accumulation of a fluorescent reaction product, and Hirschfeld [5] made the first optical observations of individual molecules. But it was not until technical advances in optics, data acquisition, microfluidics and fluorescent probes in the 1990s that single-molecule biology was established as a field in its own right [6,7] (for a review of modern single-molecule techniques, see [8–10]). However, the crucial factor was a dawning realization that observations of fluorescently labelled macromolecules could illuminate unique biological problems not accessible to other methodologies.

The anatomy of single-molecule biology emerges in useful relief with its conceptual contextualization, embedded as it is in the continuum of approaches applied to the exploration of biological macromolecules. Traditional biochemistry and molecular biology explore the chemical mechanisms and overt chemical consequences of biomolecular reactions. Single-molecule biology is a visualized and often time-resolved extension of biochemistry (figure 1), uniquely suited to
detecting various forms of heterogeneity among a nominally identical sample of biological macromolecules and addressing whether any such heterogeneity is physiologically relevant. Furthermore, it explores how biological macromolecules integrate information—a complex property dictated by the set of physiological objectives that a cell must execute in order to survive and respond to its environment. A focus on these two strengths will guide \textit{in vitro} single-molecule experimental design towards greater complexity and physiological interpretability.

Information gleaned through \textit{in vitro} approaches is often assumed or implied to be directly translatable to animate conditions; any such translation requires careful circumvention, and reference to \textit{in vivo} conditions or results is crucial. Cell biology and genetics explore the whole-cell manifestations of a chemical or molecular property as it propagates through the complex network of physical, spatial and temporal interactions that define the living cell. \textit{In vivo} single-molecule biology, the major topic of this themed issue, investigates biological macromolecules in this intricate setting; it is effectively a new form of cell biology (figure 1). We argue that a holistic grasp of the biological macromolecule will materialize from a dual single-molecule approach in which the manipulability of \textit{in vitro} experiments will complement the direct physiological context of \textit{in vivo} experiments.

A major limitation on real-time single-molecule approaches is sample size. The experiments are as technically challenging as ever; consequently, the acquisition of datasets large enough to push the field against new frontiers of inquiry has not yet become routine. Also, the manipulability of systems under \textit{in vitro} single-molecule scrutiny—the investigator’s range of options in defining and exploring the consequences of molecules’ microenvironments—has not yet reached its full potential. Our laboratory is seeking to overcome these checks on complexity in the study of protein–nucleic acid interactions by developing a robust and high-throughput system for visualizing parallel arrays of DNA molecules in real time. The platform is based on precisely nanofabricated microscope slide surfaces, a physiologically amenable passivating lipid bilayer, and signal-to-noise-ratio enhancing optics and fluorescent probes. This type of setup can be modified and expanded to encompass multi-component systems of a previously unattainable complexity, facilitating deeper examinations of the inherent heterogeneity in a population of biomolecules or set of biomolecular interactions.

2. A conceptual framework to guide the development of \textit{in vitro} single-molecule biology

Briefly enunciating a conceptual framework that categorizes experimental molecular biology is useful in defining the place of single-molecule biology relative to other approaches, lending perspective to its strengths and informing future avenues of research. The following sections define conceptual categories, such that some experimental techniques prove applicable within multiple categories, whereas others fit into only one.

(a) Traditional biochemistry and molecular biology

Biological macromolecules, including proteins and nucleic acids, can in principle be defined as self-contained entities with a set of discrete chemical properties. These are general qualities such as molecular mass and isoelectric point, but also submolecular qualities dependent on structure, such as intermolecular contacts and the organization of catalytic active sites. Traditional biochemistry dominates analyses of chemical process and consequence: this type of work usually involves minimal-component systems (a purified enzyme and its substrate, for example) to reproducibly measure fundamental bulk chemical parameters and/or products. Historically, cellular extracts have also been used to great advantage in the absence of purified alternatives to study specific catalytic activities, such as DNA replication [11] and translation [12]. Biochemistry offers the most immediate and commonly used experimental toolkit in the study of biological macromolecules. For example, early work in the still-ongoing research to disentangle the nature of nucleosomes, and the roles played by their localization and compaction, characterized the components of chromatin with nuclease protection assays and spectroscopy [13]. More recently, Whitehouse and co-workers [14] studied the ATP-dependent nucleosome relocalization activity of the yeast SWI/SNF chromatin remodeler with straightforward and elegant
radiolabelled-DNA gel experiments. They inferred SWI/SNF-catalysed shifts in the localization of a pre-positioned nucleosome relative to defined restriction sites by observing whether radioactivity appeared in a nucleosome-free band of DNA or a nucleosome-shifted band on a native gel. The accessibility and broad applicability of such techniques ensure their persistence.

Structural biology forms the other dominant thread in the evolution of modern molecular biology. The notion that macromolecular structure might explain chemical function was not entirely apparent at the discipline’s inception, as it is today. The arduous solution of the first protein structures by X-ray crystallography in the late 1950s and early 1960s unconditionally justified the enterprise. Famously, the angstrom-scale configurations of haemoglobin and myoglobin gave satisfying physical form to their biochemically observed oxygenation curves [15–17]. Multimeric haemoglobin’s highly efficient cooperative behaviour as it charges with oxygen in the lungs and discharges it in bodily tissues was revealed to involve a physical cooperativity between subunits: with oxygen binding in one precipitating structural changes that affect binding in another. Crystallography has become more routine as computing power and X-ray sources have improved, with high-resolution structures explaining how submolecular atomic contexts might determine chemical properties. The crystal structure of the nucleosome—all eight histone components in complex with DNA—revealed the set of intermolecular contacts that mediate DNA wrapping and cause perturbations to the regular helical form of DNA [18]. Such structures often prompt, and always inform, subsequent work: the discovery of precisely what mechanisms chromatin remodellers use in shifting nucleosomes will necessarily reference known structures.

Reliant on highly ordered crystals, crystallography is static by nature. Reaction pathways can be explored to some extent by the capture of intermediate states, in the case of enzymes with non-catalysable substrates, for example. Illustratively, Wu & Beese [19] crystallized a bacterial DNA polymerase bound to a defined DNA construct, mimicking template-dependent synthesis; by supplying a nucleotide that would be mismatched to the next template base, they captured a novel ‘ajar’ polymerase conformation in between the ‘open’ and ‘closed’ states of the catalytic site. This intermediate conformation is hypothesized to ‘test’ incoming nucleotides and increase the probability of a correct selection. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is better suited to extracting the conformational space accessed by a macromolecule in response to thermal fluctuations. NMR analysis, as applied to biological macromolecules, yields an array of constraints on interatomic distances, which can then be modelled into structures, given additional information about bond angle restrictions. The result is a set of allowed conformational states that reflects both experimental error and the range of theoretically permissible fluctuations sampled in solution. One example is the NMR structure of the KHI DNA-binding domain of a transcriptional regulator, notable for capturing the peptide in complex with its single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) target—an unusual substrate for transcription factors and therefore involving unique amino acid-DNA interactions [20]. Assigning specific NMR conformations to specific reaction states along a pathway can be ambiguous, though powerful advances are being made [21]. NMR yields lower-resolution structural information than crystallography, and generally cannot accommodate molecules above tens of kilodaltons. Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is routinely applied to large macromolecules, and it too can reveal fluctuations in conformational space by capturing—literally freezing—induced or intrinsically varying subpopulations. For example, cryo-EM has been used to study the global shifts of the ribosome’s subunits as tRNAs are translocated [22]. There have recently also been advances in time-resolved EM, but this is still a developing field [23]. The usefulness of each structure-examining technique depends on the size of the molecule in question and the resolution needed to extract biological relevance.

(b) Single-molecule biology and the nature of heterogeneity among biological macromolecules

Single-molecule biology is often touted as a means to monitor molecular heterogeneities, including transient functional intermediates. Although this is true, the nature and potential significance of such heterogeneities are rarely dissected. Yet such dissection is necessary, even if in minimal terms, to inform how the field can best leverage its capabilities. As a hypothetical illustration, consider a mole of identical organic small molecules in solution. Each molecule occupies any one of a large set of conformational states separated by small barriers so that it interconverts freely among them at room temperature. Now assume that each state endows the molecule with a unique, visible colour. A measurement of the exact colour of the entire solution, containing Avogadro’s number of molecules, will yield an average colour of the ensemble. Now imagine that the colour of just one molecule could be tracked against time: intuitively, one might conclude that on some timescale—the ‘relaxation time’ of the system, dependent on the interconversion rate between states—this one molecule will sample all the thermally accessible states. Therefore, its average colour will be identical to the average colour of the solution. That this equivalence between the ensemble average and the time average of some intrinsically fluctuating variable ideally exists is termed the ‘ergodic hypothesis’, and systems that obey it are ergodic [24].

In any real system, the barriers between states and the wells defining them will not be energetically equal, and will consequently be occupied in varied proportions by the ensemble at any moment in time: such ‘static disorder’ is the minimal amount of heterogeneity in a population of molecules in solution. A biological macromolecule not only accesses a significantly larger state-space than a simple organic molecule, but the ruggedness of the associated landscape is also more pronounced: some degree of static disorder can safely be assumed. What is more, as the complexity of a system grows the energy landscape itself may fluctuate in time, giving rise to dynamic disorder [25,26]; such dynamic disorder probably applies to many systems in vivo [27]. These energy landscapes are manifestations of submacromolecular structural fluctuations. Any reasonably stable conformational states involving global rearrangements of macromolecular structure can be identified by static single-molecule techniques like cryo-EM, or atomic force microscopy (AFM), which maps gross three-dimensional structure by physically scanning over surface-immobilized macromolecules. Frequently sampled submolecular conformational states, like the thermal fluctuation of an exposed α-helix in a polypeptide, may be reflected in the disorder of a crystal structure, the density distribution of a cryo-EM...
A somewhat arbitrary but convenient division can be drawn between two major classes of static disorder: (A) the energy barriers between states are easily and rapidly traversable due to thermal fluctuations, or (B) the energy barriers between states, or some subset of states, are sufficiently prominent to prevent or mitigate interconversions over the course of physiologically relevant relaxation times. In a strict sense, both (A) and (B) maintain ergodicity, but in a biological system, (B) may prove effectively non-ergodic. Only a time-resolved single-molecule approach can establish the non-ergodicity of a system because it is necessary to show that individual molecules continuously occupy distinct states. The deep energetic furrows in (B) can result from linearly identical macromolecules folding into energetically distinct conformations, generating effectively non-interconvertible subpopulations. In the cell, multiple copies of the same macromolecule may be non-equivalently altered. In any bulk assay, the different contributions of each subpopulation would be averaged out, while a static structural study might reveal their presence but tell little or nothing of their dynamics or potentially non-ergodic behaviour.

Among single-molecule methods, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) is particularly adept at tracking nanometre-scale conformational changes in real time. The technique relies on the highly sensitive distance-dependent efficiency of energy transfer between two fluorescent probes as their relative distance changes [10]. An smFRET study by Ditzler et al. [28] revealed the non-ergodicity of a small ribozyme. A FRET signal associated with the RNA’s ‘docked’ and ‘undocked’ states demonstrated the persistence of heterogeneous distributions as the two subpopulations were found not to interconvert, even within larger and kinetically distinct subpopulations. A more tangible example of non-ergodic behaviour was uncovered by Park et al. [29] in a study of the bacterial PcrA translocase. They used a FRET signal between the two ends of a reporter ssDNA to follow the protein ‘reel in’ the reporter. The researchers were especially interested in establishing the step size taken by the molecule as it motors along ssDNA. This is a parameter that may speak to some fundamental mechanistic attributes of a given translocase, but has not been established for most. They found that earlier bulk studies averaged the differing translocation rates of distinct PcrA subpopulations, thereby overestimating step size. Their single-molecule assay distinguished individual molecules with persistently differing translocation rates, but each using the same step size (incidentally, of one nucleotide per step). Both translocation rate, obviously a function of time, and the non-ergodicity of the system could only have been discovered with a time-resolved single-molecule approach.

There are also heterogeneities associated with the chemical processes experienced or catalysed by biological macromolecules, and these can be understood on the same basic principles described earlier. Consider a chemical reaction from the substrate’s point of view. Refer back to the hypothetical colour-morphing molecules and imagine that only the blue state serves as substrate to the enzyme B, which catalyses some chemical modification that shunts its substrate onto a new energy landscape (figure 2). B itself also inhabits a landscape, and the active site is competent for binding at only one point or region along it, signifying some relatively high affinity for blue. Finally, there is a third landscape associated with the process of catalysis, during which active site and substrate are in close vicinity, and then fully bound together. Importantly, B will probably have some lower affinity for the product than the initial substrate: the basis of enzymatic turnover. So, static disorder of interactants determines the occurrence of any given biochemical process. When two molecules interact in some physiologically meaningful way, a particular state of one is targeted by a particular state of the other. And at their physical and energetic intersection, the resultant complex falls onto a third landscape. (Countless variations of this unit are conceivable.) Although this illustration of the molecular perspective is oversimplified, it is still more complex than the picture taken by bulk biochemistry, in which these inherent dynamics are collapsed into one free-energy diagram as a function of the reaction coordinate. Actually characterizing energy landscapes in fine, time-resolved detail is possible to some degree with NMR-derived techniques [30,31], but remains essentially unassailable especially when biological macromolecules are involved; indeed, it is often unclear how such information should be interpreted biologically. However, these phenomena cause stochasticity, a single-molecule observable that amounts to heterogeneity in a reaction’s occurrence in time.

Reactions are often depicted as smoothly progressive, but this is deceptive. If substrate is instantaneously added to a pool of B, then on some timescale that is short relative to the bulk reaction time, only a fraction of B enzymes will have actually engaged blue. This is an absolute requirement imposed by the energy landscapes discussed earlier, two of which must
intersect for two molecules to interact productively. Consequently, whether or not a specific single molecule of B will bind blue after the bulk reaction is initiated will appear ‘random’, or stochastic, with a characteristic distribution of ‘molecules engaged’ versus time. Note that stochasticity applies to all chemical reactions—each step of each reaction in fact, even under synchronized and saturating conditions. On this front too, smFRET has made some headway [10], and for reasons addressed below, other single-molecule methods are also ideally suited to its study.

(c) Into the cell

Biochemistry, molecular biology, and in vitro single-molecule biology are all motivated by reductionism, the notion that by studying constituent elements of a system, the whole may be understood. This approach has undeniably allowed us to glimpse the inner workings of the cell, but the cell itself remains out of reach for its immense complexity. In vivo techniques preserve this living complexity and attempt to follow molecular phenomena as they propagate through incredible networks of physical, spatial and temporal interactions. In the context of our framework, these elements can be taken as forms of heterogeneity—the most elaborate kind. Classical genetics is founded on the idea that discrete genetic disruptions produce specific and overt consequences in a cell or organism, though ‘it is important to remember that mutant phenotypes provide information about the mutant, from which the behavior of the WT [wild type] is inferred’ [32, p. 928]. Molecular genetics has extended this idea to include the intervening molecular processes. Cell biology, in turn, is more difficult to unify as a field, but it is generally typified by direct or indirect observations of major cellular events, often in real time through optical microscopy.

Many single-molecule techniques rely heavily on fluorescent probes, while various in vivo disciplines built around the classical model organisms also embrace them [33]. For example, green fluorescent protein and its variants have been central to researching Drosophila development and Caenorhabditis elegans neurology, among many other problems [34]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the two fields are being fused and an in vivo single-molecule biology has emerged. This topic is expressly and extensively explored by some of the reviews and articles in this themed issue. Here, we highlight only the work of Weigel et al. [35], as it is one of a few demonstrated cases of ergodicity breaking in any molecular biological system [36,37], all the more impressive for having been discerned in human tissue culture. The above discussion intimates that non-ergodicity arises only from pronounced static disorder, a persistent heterogeneity in a population of biological macromolecules. However, in the case of diffusion, on a cell surface for example, certain physical processes can disrupt molecular movement and cause anomalous diffusion that is either faster or slower than that expected for a strictly Brownian particle [35,38–40]. In some cases, anomalous diffusion also betrays non-ergodicity. In their study, Weigel and colleagues [35] tracked the movement of a fluorescently tagged surface transmembrane protein at the single-molecule level and observed both ergodic and non-ergodic subpopulations; they then found that the non-ergodic behaviour is abolished by the disruption of actin, a cytoskeletal component. Their results are consistent with a protein that sometimes, perhaps transiently, interacts with the cytoskeleton. The consequent pattern of movement can be modelled by ‘diffusion on a fractal’, which occasionally traps diffusing molecules in dead-ends. Only recently, any attempt at the derivation of fine single-molecule detail from an in vivo study would have seemed impracticable, but these kinds of experiments are clearly breaking new ground. In vitro single-molecule biology is poised to join this exciting new movement towards greater complexity, and bring with it technical powers beyond the reach of other methods.

3. DNA curtains: a high-throughput technique for the study of protein–DNA interactions

Chemical properties enable a biological macromolecule to carry out its biological functions, but these are not equivalent. Biological function is dictated by physiological imperative, the molecule executing commands defined by its structure, cellular localization, concentration and interactions with other molecules. For example, a particular restriction enzyme possesses a set of chemical properties that enables it to cleave a specific pair of covalent linkages along intertwined DNA backbones, but its biological function is to find and destroy DNA foreign to the bacterial cell. We conceive of biological macromolecules as hubs that actively integrate streams and packets of information to accurately and effectively accomplish their biological functions, and this principle can generally guide the time-resolved in vitro single-molecule study of protein–DNA interactions. In this section, we describe the major characteristics of our technique and illustrate how it has been used to monitor information exchange.

(a) Microscopy and curtainography

Several platforms have been developed for the single-molecule visualization of DNA-binding proteins [41], but these are generally circumscribed by a one-experiment-one-data-point limit to throughput. The most pronounced quality of the DNA curtain methodology is that each experiment offers hundreds of aligned DNA strands in defined orientation and density. The involved details of the full setup have been described elsewhere [42,43], and here we focus only on the signature elements.

Reactions occur within a microfluidic ‘flowcell’, which consists of a thin, low volume (approx. 10–50 μl) chamber defined by a microscope slide and a coverslip fused together by double-sided tape with an excised rectangular channel (figure 3a). Nanoports allow for the introduction of buffer flow through the chamber at a defined rate with the aid of precision syringe pumps. The first challenge with any such approach is to passivate the experimental surface—in this case, the face of the microscope slide within the chamber—to prevent the non-specific deposition of molecules under investigation. Instead of applying a synthetic polymer or large quantity of protein, a lipid bilayer is generated on the slide surface by the injection of lipid micelles [45]. A lipid bilayer has two major advantages: (i) as membranes are cellurally ubiquitous, they are in principle amenable to most biological macromolecules, and, as will be discussed below, to physiological conditions, and (ii) a lipid bilayer is two-dimensionally fluid, which is absolutely necessary for the generation of ordered DNA curtains.
Reproducibly manipulating multiple individual strands of DNA on a surface with any precision is a significant technical challenge, but the fluidity of the bilayer allows an elegant solution. A small subpopulation of the lipid headgroups are modified with biotin, a small organic molecule. Following lipid deposition, streptavidin is flowed into the reaction chamber: each subunit of this homotetrameric protein binds biotin tightly. Finally, DNA biotinylated on one end is added so that individual strands become linked to the bilayer through a biotin–streptavidin–biotin–lipid interaction. We prefer λDNA for our work because at approximately 48 kbp it is conveniently long, can be easily made and modified with classic phage cloning techniques, and carries complementary 12-bp overhangs so that commercially available tagged oligos can be used to differentially label the DNA ends. In the presence of buffer flow, hydrodynamic force pushes the two-dimensionally unrestricted strands of DNA, but their immobilization for visualization requires local bilayer disruption.

The fluidity of the bilayer depends on a smooth substrate, in this case the slide surface. Obstructions break this fluidity so that individual lipids, and any DNA molecule that may be attached, cannot pass [46]. Our laboratory has developed a nanofabrication procedure to pattern obstructions in the form of precisely organized nanometre-scale chrome barriers [47,48]. Briefly, the slide is coated with a polymer sensitive to electrical disruption then overlaid with a water-soluble conducting material. An electron-beam lithographer (simply a different usage of the electron microscope) ‘writes’ a design of choice into the polymer, which is then developed to reveal a negative of the desired pattern. Chrome is evaporated onto this negative, and excess polymer and chrome stripped to leave behind just the barriers. Following bilayer deposition, any lipid linked to DNA that encounters a barrier will snag, and the associated DNA will be stretched by flow into the evanescent field (see below). Each barrier can align tens or hundreds of precisely arranged individual DNA strands in the same relative linear orientation: a DNA curtain (figure 3b). A simple modification to pattern design can also be used to generate ‘double tethered’ curtains that remain aligned and properly arranged in the absence of buffer flow [48] (figure 4a).

The near-surface localization of DNA also solves another major challenge to all fluorescent microscopy because it can be harnessed to minimize background signal. The setup is designed around total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), a selective illumination method. A laser beam is directed at the interface between the slide surface and the buffer immediately beneath at or greater than the critical angle determined by the optical densities of glass and water so that the beam is totally reflected. An evanescent field penetrates the buffer beneath the interface to a shallow depth of a few hundred nanometres. Consequently, only fluorophores specifically within the small volume defined by this penetration depth are excited, whereas those in bulk solution remain dark. The selective excitation of labels bound to the surface-localized DNA significantly increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, we generally use antibody-conjugated quantum dots (QDs) to track proteins or DNA. These fluorophores are highly photostable for many minutes, or even hours, their absorption spectra are broad but emission spectra narrow (meaning that a single illumination wavelength can be used to simultaneously excite multiple coloured QDs within a single experiment), and their quantum yields are

![DNA curtains consist of hundreds of individual DNA strands aligned in parallel. Single-molecule experiments are performed within microfluidic ‘flowcells’ (a) that allow buffer exchange. (b) DNA strands linked to a lipid bilayer are lined up along nanofabricated barriers by buffer flow, as illustrated in the schematic where DNA is depicted with nucleosomes. (c–e) Images of QD-labelled nucleosomes (magenta) on fluorescently stained DNA (green) curtains. Four barriers are visible in this field of view, marked B1 – B4. In the presence of flow, the DNA and associated proteins are stretched into a shallow excitation field generated by TIRF (c). When flow is turned off, the DNA diffuses out of the excitation field (d); the remaining fluorescence betrays the location of the nanofabricated barriers, which become non-specifically coated with proteins and the associated fluorescent labels. Adapted with permission from Visnapuu & Greene [44].](image-url)
exceptionally high and therefore well above ambient back-
ground signals [50]. The DNA itself can also be visualized
with intercalating fluorescent dyes, such as YOYO-1, but this
method requires the simultaneous use of an oxygen scaven-
ging system to minimize DNA breakage by reactive oxygen
species. Photons are collected with a CCD camera, and data
analysed with a variety of commercially and freely available
tracking software [42,43].

(b) When DNA curtain and protein meet
The DNA curtain methodology occupies a precise place
within the conceptual framework. It is obviously not
designed to directly access conformational changes experi-
enced by a biological macromolecule either as it samples
the static disorder landscape or undergoes a reaction, but
rather tracks the wide range of functional changes that
result from such fluctuations. It can follow events in real
time with millisecond temporal resolution and tens-of-nano-
metres spatial resolution. Importantly, it is adept at
detecting ‘information integration’, as described below.
These and other as-yet unexploited strengths will prove
pivotal in the formulation of future research.

Besides genetic information, DNA carries another type of
information for targeting: sequence elements that are specifi-
cally bound by DNA-interacting proteins, which in turn may
recruit additional factors. Whether or not nucleosomes
respond to DNA sequences in a physiologically relevant
way is highly contentious. Side-by-side in vivo and in vitro
mapping of nucleosome positioning has shown that although
they exhibit intrinsic local and global sequence preferences,
these preferences can be disrupted by chromatin remodellers
[51]. This issue was the focus of a DNA curtain study by
Visnapuu & Greene [44]. First, the pattern of yeast nucleo-
some positioning (figure 3c) was compared with various
in silico models based only on DNA sequence, with the
result that nucleosomes do respond to an intrinsic energy
landscape, that their complement of contacts with DNA pro-
motes a predictable sequence-dependence. Eukaryotes
harvest many histone variants to mark nucleosomes as
specific to certain chromosomal structures, or sites of
damage, for example; as nucleosome composition can be
absolutely controlled in vitro, but not in vivo, our method-
ology can directly assess the role of such variants in
altering nucleosomal sequence preferences. Therefore, they
tested the effect of a centromere-specific histone variant to
find, surprisingly, that it did not alter the positioning pattern.
The addition of another protein, a histone chaperone, allowed
these nucleosomes to overcome an intrinsic repulsion to the
AT-rich sequences that predominate in yeast centromeric
DNA. By substituting a native human genetic locus for the
substrate DNA, they then found that nucleosomes were
highly positioned near regulatory regions without the aid
of any additional factors, suggesting an evolutionary
pressure on these sequences to intrinsically position nucleo-
somes. This work demonstrates many of the information

Figure 4. ‘Double-tethered’ DNA curtains are sustained without buffer flow, as shown schematically in (a), and demonstrated in (b) where the DNA is fluorescently
stained green. The lower panel in (b) shows such a curtain with QD-labelled Mlh1–Pms1 mismatch repair protein complexes. Individual complexes diffuse along
DNA, and can bypass other proteins. (c) A kymogram of one unlabelled DNA strand with three nucleosomes (N) and several diffusing magenta QD-labelled Mlh1–
Pms1 complexes. Note how Mlh1–Pms1 can bypass nucleosomes. Adapted with permission from Gorman et al. [49].
ATP-dependent shortening of individual DNA strands labelled with a variety of ‘roadblocks’. Because RecBCD is an exonuclease on DNA, so the experiments challenged its movement through the cellular environment, RecBCD is likely to encounter other proteins that could serve as an early substrate in homologous recombination (MMR) pathway involve two protein pairs: Msh2–Msh6, and factors that travel along DNA must be able to navigate these bulky molecules as well as the DNA they presumably track. The initial steps of the yeast mismatch repair (MMR) pathway involve two protein pairs: Msh2–Msh6, which diffuses along DNA in a one-dimensional search for mismatches, and Mlh1–Pms1, which also diffuses along DNA to locate mismatch-bound Msh2–Msh6. As flow forces can disrupt diffusive processes, this work used the double-tethered curtains (figure 4a,b), and multiple colour QDs were used to simultaneously observe protein movement and relative nucleosome position. Such simultaneous traces clearly showed that Msh2–Msh6 cannot readily bypass nucleosomes, whereas Mlh1–Pms1 can (figure 4c). The former has been hypothesized to track with the replisome, which presumably reduces the load of obstructive macromolecules on nascent DNA, while the latter need only locate its target after replication. Also, it is reasonable that the component responsible for recognizing such a small error as a single mismatch should track the DNA closely, whereas the component responsible for then recognizing the first responder, which is an entire protein complex, should diffuse more freely on DNA. A small subpopulation of Msh2–Msh6 complexes was able to bypass nucleosomes (36 of 1000 molecules), though if and how this functional heterogeneity bears on MMR will be the subject of future work.

A concurrent study explored the disruption of DNA-bound proteins by the ATP-dependent bacterial translocase/exonuclease RecBCD [52]. Its in vitro function is to generate 3’ ssDNA overhangs to serve as an early substrate in homologous recombination during damage repair or replication fork restart. In its native cellular environment, RecBCD is likely to encounter other proteins on DNA, so the experiments challenged its movement with a variety of ‘roadblocks’. Because RecBCD is an exonuclease, the curtain assay could register its activity as the ATP-dependent shortening of individual DNA strands labelled along their length with an intercalating dye; roadblocks were tagged with QDs, and DNA-QD colocalization signalled a protein bound to DNA, while the loss of a QD signalled dissociation of a protein from DNA. RecBCD could evict RNA polymerase, EcoR1 (mutant for nuclease activity), the lactose repressor (LacI) (figure 5), and even nucleosomes. Nucleosomes are not a physiologically relevant roadblock in this collision scenario, but their eviction shows that RecBCD probably clears roadblocks by mechanical force rather than by specifically evolved protein–protein contacts, and that such force can completely disrupt the histone core proteins’ contacts with DNA. With the exception of LacI, which dissociated immediately from DNA within the resolution limit, RecBCD frequently pushed the other roadblocks some distance before causing them to dissociate. Single-molecule observations of dissociation constants in the presence and absence of RecBCD, and of RecBCD velocity (which scales with ATP concentration) enabled the proposition and testing of several models for eviction: again with the exception of LacI, the other roadblocks were cleared by undergoing repetitive steps of non-specific binding while being pushed, with an intermediate state between each step that binds relatively weakly. This model predicts the observed independence of translocation velocity and the distance a roadblock is pushed before eviction. These findings could not have been inferred without access to the behaviour of individual molecules, and without such exquisite control over the information handled by the various proteins, including DNA sequence, ATP concentration, and nature and density of RecBCD-encountered roadblocks.

4. Future directions

The construction of penetrating knowledge about the dynamic and intricate makeup of the cell requires both cellular level and molecular level information. In vivo studies of biological macromolecules attempt to grasp physiologically relevant conditions, but these conditions are often so abstruse in detail that fully interpreting results requires finer-scale approaches. In vitro studies revolve around the biological macromolecule itself and can more easily modulate environmental inputs, but here the drive for physiological relevance requires a shift towards greater complexity. This dichotomy is playing out on a minute scale among single-molecule methodologies.

Two veins of single-molecule biology converge on physiological complexity (figure 1). The approach can be taken to
the cell, with experiments conducted in vivo. This newfound field will no doubt develop rapidly and contribute to our understanding of the biological macromolecule, but it cannot supplant its in vitro counterpart. The in vivo setting leaves target molecules under the influence of all native information streams—painting the truest picture of how the target is meant to behave—and yet for this same reason, the placement of the target molecule within the cellular network may prove difficult to tease apart without crucial contributions from other experimental approaches. In particular, the manipulability of in vitro single-molecule biology allows it to parse the information stream that a biological macromolecule might encounter in vivo. But to capitalize on this capacity, in vitro single-molecule biology must aspire as a discipline to greater information flux within experiments as a route to greater physiological complexity. The curtain approach and similar experimental configurations are poised to lead the way.

Curtain experiments with naked DNA provide an unrestricted substrate for DNA-interacting proteins, and much can be learned about the intrinsic character of such interactions, especially when they involve movement, as with the MMR proteins. The more recent work with roadblocks has demonstrated the feasibility of complicating the substrate and that interactions between proteins, each DNA-bound, can be analysed. One of the most interesting and common in vivo deviations from naked DNA is eukaryotic chromatin; so the formation of nucleosome curtains immediately suggests interesting future research. Importantly, the setup can accommodate DNA significantly longer than just the lambda substrate, which is essential because in contrast to sparse nucleosome arrays, chromatin is highly compact. One can even envision curtains composed of intact chromosomes. Also, eukaryotic DNA-binding proteins navigate chromatin, displace or shuffle nucleosomes, and/or interact directly with histones; the consequences of these processes, or the consequences of disrupting them, have been assayed in bulk and by genetics, but the mechanisms and functional intermediates remain unknown. Except for the basic unit of the nucleosome, and the canonical ‘beads-on-a-string’ found in relaxed chromatin, the higher in vivo organization of chromatin remains in question, with models ranging from 30-nm fibres to arrays of 10-nm fibres [53]. The disconnect between the excellent body of work done on nucleosomes and the uncertainty surrounding the form of in vivo chromatin highlights the space available to real-time single-molecule exploration, which may illuminate both the characteristics of chromatin and the dynamics of its formation.

Certain aspects of DNA metabolism, and certain structures in eukaryotic chromosomes involve large assemblages of many different proteins. DNA replication, double-strand break repair, telomeres and centromeres are outstanding examples. The constituents have been identified piecemeal by genetics and associations in bulk biochemical assays, but temporal and organizational relationships are incredibly difficult to formulate this way. These ultrastructures can be considered functional units and may not simply amount to the ‘sum of their parts’. A whole kinetochore complex, for example, is absolutely intransigent to fine structural analysis, though AFM and cryo-EM are powerful on this front [54]. Understanding the many functional transitions and informational exchanges necessary to manage such complexes as they form or operate is a major goal on the horizon of single-molecule biology.

The upper limit of informational complexity achievable by any in vitro methodology is set by the use of cell extracts, an approach that laid the early foundations for our current molecular-level understanding of many biochemical systems. Vast informational streams, especially those related to spatial organization, are dammed or confounded by the destruction of a cell, which is why in vivo single-molecule biology holds such promise, but what remains in a crude extract is macromolecular context: the complement of molecules usually surrounding a particular component of interest is often retained. Although extracts are generally used to catalyse some specific effect when the participants are unknown or inseparable, they also offer some distinct benefits. Crude cellular extracts made possible many seminal discoveries in biology. Moreover, from a modern perspective, they can now be more easily manipulated to modify and/or label specific protein components. Bacterial and yeast genetics are so advanced and accessible that mutants or variants of many proteins are already available, and purification of a target is unnecessary. With the Xenopus system lacking such genetics, specific components can be immunodepleted, and this method is useful for essential factors in all cases. Bulk biochemical assays with extracts ‘screen’ for a very specific catalytic effect, such as radiolabelled amino acid incorporation, if an extract is active for translation [12]. In other cases, the activity of interest is more difficult to characterize, as in early work with extract-mediated chromatin formation. For example, Wood & Earnshaw [55] observed chromosome-like compaction of DNA when nuclei were exposed to mitotic extracts in several cross-species combinations. The assay allowed them to explore topoisomerase requirements for compaction, but otherwise interpreting the process of chromatin formation was not possible. Single-molecule assays can also be tuned to selectively target a specific activity in an extract, but because extracts are rich in components, we anticipate that picking out the desired function will not prove easy. Some studies have already affirmed the usefulness of extracts for single-molecule analysis, including work by Hoskins et al. [56] on the spliceosome. Although the splicing reaction pathway is known, its malleability, especially for alternative splicing, is poorly understood. The researchers visualized spliceosome components by expressing them with orthogonal tags, then labelling the products in whole-cell yeast extract with fluorescent dyes. Spliceosome component associations and dissociations on mRNA were observed with TIRFM. They were able to confirm the order of the established pathway, but also showed that pre-association of the various components is not required for splicing (which they could also track using a fluorescent tag on the substrate RNA), that no one step dominates in rate-limiting the reaction, and that no one step commits the complex to execute a splicing event (i.e. the steps are reversible). The findings will inform future work into the role of step reversibility in alternative splicing, and the experiments demonstrated the compatibility of whole-cell extracts as sources of catalytic activity and in vitro single-molecule biology.

The earlier-mentioned ideas all intensify information flux, but the curtain methodology is also open to broadening substrate range beyond double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and dsDNA-interacting proteins. dsDNA has a reasonably high persistence length (a measure of inflexibility). By contrast, ssDNA does not extend in our system owing to intrasrand base-pair interactions in the absence of a complement. The flow-rates
attainable in our flowcells cannot exert the approximately 10 pN required to extend ssDNA [57]. If this limitation could be somehow overcome and ssDNA curtails could be easily generated, then an interesting new set of questions could be addressed because ssDNA is an intermediate in DNA replication, repair and telomere maintenance [58,59]. RNA poses the same extension challenge, but here too a solution would make possible single-molecule studies of eukaryotic mRNA processing and even ribosome movement on a curse.

If DNA is considered simply as a polymer, then even transiently stable long and linear biological macromolecules can in principle be linked to a lipid bilayer and aligned in parallel arrays. Microfilaments and microtubules are both highly dynamic, and could be assayed similarly to DNA length changes provided the actin and tubulin subunits can be stably labelled for TIRFM. There are also many cytoskeleton-interaction proteins and protein complexes of particular interest to single-molecule biophysicists because they are often molecular motors. These few suggestive examples show that in vitro single-molecule biology is yet in its infancy: an exciting time for any science.

5. Concluding remarks

Although biomolecular heterogeneity remains largely unexplored, what makes it truly enticing is its unknown physiological relevance. This dark line of questioning is open to single-molecule biology. Static disorder, as manifested in functional heterogeneity, is particularly remarkable because it produces a definite effect at the level of individual molecules. Its corollary—ergodicity breaking—can only be assessed by single-molecule techniques with the stipulation that datasets are large enough to distinguish a distinction between individual trajectories and the population average. Ergodicity breaking in diffusive processes is also of great interest, and can now be more readily identified and quantified. The central physiological issue is whether or not the cell harnesses heterogeneity. Because heterogeneity is a consequence of chemical and physical processes, exaggerated by the complexity of living systems, it is possible that evolution has simply incorporated it as an intrinsic quality of macromolecular behaviour (the same way it incorporates the diffusive properties of small organic molecules). But static disorder and functional heterogeneity, ergodicity breaking and stochasticity are all linked to macromolecular structural properties and may very well be generally modulated by evolution. If this is true, then it predicts wide variations in the extent of heterogeneity within systems, and each will be correlated with the specific function of the given system.

There has been significant interest recently in one particular manifestation of molecular heterogeneity: the stochasticity of gene expression—also termed ‘noise’ within the field [60]. Researchers have long observed that transcription and translation occur in bursts; even when a gene is signalled to be ‘on’ by the cell, mRNA and protein production follow a time series of on/off fluctuations resulting in heterogeneous expression in an otherwise isogenic population. The molecular causes of such noise remain unknown, but are thought to include static disorder in the transcriptional machinery as well as external environmental fluctuations [27,61]. Interestingly, noise is subject to evolutionary and cellular tuning [62–64]. Illustratively, So et al. [65] counted mRNA copy numbers of specific bacterial genes in vivo after cells responded to stimuli effecting each gene. They found the same correlation between ‘burstiness’ and average expression level, irrespective of the gene in question, suggesting that noise results from some fundamental transcriptional process. They further calculated that the cell tunes ‘burstiness’ to extract as much information about the external environment as possible. If stochasticity in gene expression is in fact a consequence of molecular heterogeneities, then results like these hint at a host of entirely new insights by single-molecule biology as the layers of physiological complexity are slowly resolved.

The biological macromolecule is the cell in microcosm: it lives in a complicated and fluctuating environment, channeling information through its structure, localization and interactions. Single-molecule biology is an attempt to capture the moments when information streams cross, and endow the molecule with physiological meaning.
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